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Abstrat
Deformations of liquid interfaes by the optial radiation pressure of a foused laser
wave were generally expeted to display similar behavior, whatever the diretion of
propagation of the inident beam.
Reent experiments showed that the invariane of interfae deformations with re-
spet to the diretion of propagation of the inident wave is broken at high laser
intensities. In the ase of a beam propagating from the liquid of smaller refrative
index to that of larger one, the interfae remains stable, forming a nipple-like shape,
while for the opposite diretion of propagation, an instability ours, leading to a
long needle-like deformation emitting miro-droplets. While an analytial model su-
essfully predits the equilibrium shape of weakly deformed interfae, very few work
has been aomplished in the regime of large interfae deformations. In this work,
we use the Boundary Integral Element Method (BIEM) to ompute the evolution of
the shape of a uid-uid interfae under the eet of a ontinuous laser wave, and
we ompare our numerial simulations to experimental data in the regime of large
deformations for both upward and downward beam propagation. We onrm the
invariane breakdown observed experimentally and nd good agreement between
predited and experimental interfae hump heights below the instability threshold.
Key words: Opto-hydrodynamis  Optial radiation pressure  Boundary integral
element method  Interfaial ow.
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1 Introdution
The deformation of liquid-liquid interfaes by the optial radiation pressure
has reeived inreasing attention in the past few years as many pratial ap-
pliations of laser-indued surfae deformation are now under development.
Among others, we an ite interfaial harateristis measurements suh as
visosity [1℄ or surfae tension [2℄, as well as uid membranes manipulation
with optial tweezers [3; 4℄. Eets of the radiation pressure have been also
reognized as an appealing non-intrusive tool for loal manipulation of liquid
or soft materials giving birth to many appliations in biotehnologies [5; 6℄.
Historially, the deformation of uid-uid interfaes resulting from the radia-
tion pressure indued by an impinging foused laser beam was rst identied
in the early 70's by Ashkin and Dziedzi [7℄. Later, Zhang & Chang [8℄ il-
luminated a 50 µm radius water drop with a 100 − 200 mJ laser pulse and
showed strong distortion of the droplet surfae at its front and rear regions. At
low pulse energy, the droplet interfae exhibited osillations that damped out
on time sales of tens of miroseonds, whereas at high energy a disruption
generating a jet of miro-droplets was observed at the rear part of the drop.
The drop distortion was theoretially studied by Lai et al. [9℄ and later by
Brevik et al. [10℄. Based on a linear wave theory adapted to low energy pulses,
their analysis predited drop osillations very similar to those observed in the
experiments. However, drop deformations under higher energy pulses were not
modelled as their linear model an no longer be used to desribe the droplet
shapes in the regime lose to disruption.
Thus, urrent existing theoretial desriptions of optially indued ow and
surfae deformations are restrited to small amplitude deformations. However,
reent experiments on very soft interfaes have evidened several regimes,
ranging from the so-alled lassial linear regime for small beam intensity,
in whih the height of the deformation linearly depends on the radiation to
Laplae pressure ratio referred to in the following as ξ [11℄, to nonlinear regimes
[12; 13℄ with a possible interfae breakup for even larger beam intensities [14℄.
In these reent experiments, a ontinuous Ar
+
laser wave (wavelength in va-
uum λ0 = 514.5 nm) of waist ω0 ≈ 3 to 15 µm was used to bend the interfae
between two liquid phases in oexistene lose to their liquid-liquid ritial
point. Two reasons motivated this hoie. As the separated phases of these
near-ritial mixtures have very low surfae tension (γ ∼ 10−7 N/m), a laser
beam of moderate power P ∼ 1 W beomes suient to indue large inter-
fae deformations of typial size ∼ 10 − 100 µm. Moreover, near-ritiality
raises universality onepts demonstrating the generality of the purpose. As
∗
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predited from the photon momentum balane at the interfae, in the linear
regime the radiation pressure indues the same deformations for upward or
downward laser propagation [11; 13℄. However, in the nonlinear regime the
invariane of the interfae deformation with respet to the diretion of propa-
gation of the wave breaks down. Stable nipple-like deformations were observed
in the ase of a propagation from the less refrative uid (marked as (1)) to
the more refrative one (marked as (2)) (upward propagation) [12℄, while in the
other ase where the laser wave propagates from the more refrative uid to
the less refrative one (downward propagation), the interfae beomes unstable,
leading to the formation of a needle-like deformation emitting miro-droplets
[14℄ (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Interfae deformations indued at (T −TC) = 3.5K by a laser beam of waist
ω0 = 5.3µm. (a) Laser propagating upward from the less refrative uid to the more
refrative uid as indiated by the white arrow. P inreases from top to bottom and
is suessively equal to 120, 240, 360, 390 and 720 mW . (b) Downward diretion of
propagation. P= 124, 248 and 372 mW from top to bottom; the bottommost piture
(405 mW ) shows the destabilization of the interfae leading to the formation of a
stationary jet similar to that illustrated in ().
The aim of the present work is to investigate whether the dierenes in in-
terfae deformation with respet to the diretion of propagation of the wave
(alled hereafter invariane breakdown) is numerially preditable and if the
3
predited interfae shapes and heights agree with experiments. Our paper
is strutured as follows. In Setion 2, we briey desribe the experimental
setup, sample properties, and the physial model for laser-indued interfae
deformations. This model assumes an axisymmetri Stokes ow in eah liquid
and a boundary ondition at the interfae desribing the ompetition between
visosity, optial radiation pressure, apillarity and gravity eets. A brief de-
sription of the Boundary Integral Element Method (BIEM) is presented in
Setion 3, emphasizing the advantages of its appliation to interfaial ows. In
Setion 4, omparisons between numerial and experimental results are shown
and disussed for both the linear/nonlinear regimes of deformation and both
diretions of propagation, illustrating by the way the eieny of our approah
to investigate the subtle oupling between the eets of light and ow.
2 Experimental onguration and physial model
Exhaustive experimental details on the onguration and protool used here
were reported earlier [11; 13℄.
2.1 Experiments
In gure 2 we have represented a piture of a typial liquid-liquid interfae
deformation indued by a laser beam propagating upward, together with the
notations used throughout this work. Cylindrial oordinates (er, ez, eα) with
their origin O loated at the intersetion of the beam axis with the initial at
interfae are hosen for this study and are shown in Fig. 2. A point x is thus
marked by the spae oordinates (r, z, α).
Inidene and transmission angles of light are respetively denoted by θi and
θt.
The two-phase liquid sample is enlosed in a fused-quartz ell of optial path
length l = 2 mm. The bending of the liquid-liquid menisus is driven by a
linearly polarized ontinuous Ar+ laser (wavelength in vauum λ0 = 514.5 nm)
in the TEM00 gaussian mode. The beam is weakly foused on the interfae by
a 10× mirosope objetive to ensure a ylindrial distribution of the intensity
near the menisus. Thus, in the viinity of the liquid-liquid interfae, the laser
beam intensity I has the following distribution:
I(r, z) ≈ I(r) = 2P
πω20
exp
(
−2
(
r
ω0
)2)
, (1)
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Fig. 2. Liquid-liquid interfae deformation by a foused laser wave propagating up-
ward. T −Tc = 3.5K; ω0 = 5.3µm ; P = 240mW . The laser light sattered towards
the amera has been ltered. See text for notations.
where P is the laser beam power. The beam waist ω0 an be adjusted from 3
to 15 µm. Depending on the setup onguration, the laser beam propagates
vertially either upward from uid (1) to uid (2) or downward from uid (2)
to uid (1).
2.2 Two-phase sample properties
The investigated uid-uid interfae is obtained aording to the following
proedure. Using a quaternary liquid mixture made of toluene, sodium do-
deyl sulfate, n-butanol and water, we prepare a water-in-oil miellar phase
of miroemulsion whose omposition is suh that at room temperature it is
lose to a ritial onsolute line. Close to the liquid-liquid ritial temperature,
TC = 308 K, the ritial thermodynami behavior of the mixture belongs to
the universality lass (d=3 n=1) of the Ising model [15℄. For a temperature
T > TC it separates in two miellar phases of dierent onentrations ϕ1 and
ϕ2. The use of a near-ritial two-phase uid is motivated by the fat that
signiant interfae deformations by eletromagneti radiation, without non-
linear propagation eets [15℄ or disturbing thermal oupling, require weak
interfaial tension and buoyany. With our uids, both eets are fullled
sine they vanish when the ritial point is neared. Moreover, the interfaial
tension γ of phase-separated near-ritial supra moleular uids is intrinsi-
5
ally smaller than that of near-ritial pure uids, thus enhaning even more
interfae deformations.
The mixture is thermally ontrolled at a temperature T above TC . Sine the
density (index of refration) of water is larger (smaller) than that of toluene,
the miellar phase of largest onentration ϕ1, density ρ1 and smallest refra-
tive index N1 is loated below that of lower miellar onentration ϕ2, density
ρ2 and of refrative index N2. Given the temperature range investigated in
the reported experiments T − TC = 2 to 15 K, thermophysial properties of
the two-phase sample an be satisfatorily evaluated using usual asymptoti
saling laws of near-ritial phenomena. For interfaial tension:
γ = γ0
(
T − Tc
Tc
)2ν
, (2)
with γ0 = 10
−4
N/m and ν = 0.63. Assuming that (i) a saling law aurately
desribes the variations of ∆ϕ = ϕ1 − ϕ2 in the investigated broad tempera-
ture domain T − TC and that (ii) the oexistene urve is symmetri versus
the ritial onentration ϕc, the miellar onentration in eah phase an be
estimated by:
ϕ1=ϕc +
∆ϕ
2
, (3)
ϕ2=ϕc − ∆ϕ
2
, (4)
with ϕc = 0.11 and:
∆ϕ = ∆ϕc
(
T − Tc
Tc
)β
, (5)
with β = 0.325.
The value of the ritial amplitude ∆ϕc, an be estimated theoretially for
this system with the main assumption that our mixture is binary ∆ϕc =√
16πϕcR+ = 1.458 [16; 17℄. R
+ = 0.37 being a universal ratio in miroemul-
sions [18℄. As miellar phases are in fat quaternary omponents uids, their
phase diagram presents some asymmetry in ϕ leading either to over or under-
estimate the ritial amplitude∆ϕc depending on whih side of the oexistene
urve is hosen. The theoretial value of ∆ϕc leads to an overestimation of the
optial index ontrast ∆N . Consequently a modied value for ∆ϕc, 0.42, has
been adopted in this study, based on a quantitative omparison between nu-
merial and experimental interfae steady hump heights in the linear regime
of deformations. This modied value gives aeptable preditions for the on-
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entrations ϕ1 and ϕ2. In fat, ∆ϕc should be understood as a free parameter
in the estimation of phases properties.
The density of eah phase ρi, i = 1, 2 an be written as a funtion of ϕi:
ρi = ρmicϕi + ρcont(1− ϕi), (6)
where ρmic = 1045 kg.m
−3
and ρcont = 850 kg.m
−3
are the densities of the
mielles and ontinuous phases respetively. At T − TC = 3.5K the estimated
density ontrast is ∆ρ = ρ1 − ρ2 =≃ 20kg/m3.
As the average distane between two mielles is small ompared to the wave-
length of the laser wave, the mixture an be regarded as homogeneous from
the eletromagneti point of view. Thus, the mean-eld model for the relative
dieletri permittivity ǫi of the mixture predits [21℄:
ǫi(ϕi) = ϕiǫmic + (1− ϕi)ǫcont − ϕi(1− ϕi)(ǫmic − ǫcont)
2
3(ϕiǫmic + (1− ϕi)ǫcont) . (7)
This relation is used to estimate Ni taking into aount the fat that:
ǫi = N
2
i , i = 1, 2. (8)
along with ǫmic = 1.86 and ǫcont = 2.14, ǫmic and ǫcont being the relative
permittivity of the mielles and ontinuous phases respetively.
At T − TC = 3.5K, the optial indies are N1 = 1.447 and N2 = 1.457.
In addition, sine onentrations are weak, we use Einstein's relation to esti-
mate the dynami visosity µi of eah phase:
µ1 = µ0
(
1 + 2.5
∆ϕ
2
)
(9)
µ2 = µ0
(
1− 2.5∆ϕ
2
)
, (10)
with µ0 = 1.269 Pa.s.
Nevertheless, these values ould be shifted by possible laser heating of the
uids. In order to estimate the resulting hange in the physial properties suh
as interfaial tension γ or visosity µi due to temperature inrease, we onsider
the steady diusion equation in ylindrial oordinate with the absorbed laser
intensity as a soure term:
∇2TI(r) + αth
Λth
I(r) = 0, (11)
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We assume stationary onditions sine the thermal diusion time sale is muh
smaller than the visous one. TI(r) is the loal inrease of temperature due to
loal heating of the laser wave. αth ≃ 3 10−4cm−1 is the thermal absorption
and Λth = 1.28 10
−3Wcm−1K−1 is the thermal ondutivity. Using a Fourier-
Bessel transform to solve equation (11) [19; 16℄, we nd that the maximum
inrease in temperature is:
TI(r = 0) ≃ αthP
4πΛth
ln(100Γ) (12)
where Γ = 1.781 is the Euler onstant. Considering now equation (2), we an
estimate the hange of interfaial tension due to the inrease in temperature:
∂γ
∂T
= γ
1.26
T − TC . (13)
At T − TC = 3.5K and for P = 1W , we nd that ∂γ
∂T
≃ 1.3 10−7Nm−1K−1
and TI(r = O) ≃ 0.1K whih leads to ∆γ
γ
≃ 3.6%. Thermoapillary eets
an thus be ondently disarded.
Considering now the visous dependane on temperature, we use the following
empirial law given for miroemulsions [20℄:
µ(T ) = [1.934− 0.019(T − 273)]10−3. (14)
Consequently,
∂µ
∂T
= −0.019 10−3 and thus for P = 1W we nd ∆µ
µ
≃ 2%.
This seond estimation ensures negligible thermal eets.
2.3 Eletromagneti fore and pressure
As expressed in [21℄, the total eletromagneti fore per unit volume exerted
by the laser in eah phase is given by:
femi = −
1
2
ǫ0Ei
2∇ǫi + 1
2
ǫ0∇
[
Ei
2ρi
∂ǫi
∂ρi
]
+
ǫi − 1
c2
∂
∂t
(Ei ×Hi). (15)
In this expression, E (respetively H) is the eletri (respetively magneti)
eld assoiated to the laser wave, ǫ0 is the permittivity of vauum and c =
3 108m/s is the elerity of light in vaum.
8
The rst term, whose jump aross the liquid interfae results in the usually
alled optial radiation pressure, is due to the hange in photon momentum
from one uid to the other. This momentum hange is due to the disonti-
nuity of permittivities aross the interfae. As both uids are assumed to be
homogeneous, the optial radiation term anels within eah phase and only
ats on the interfae.
The seond term, referred to as the eletrostritive fore, also undergoes a
jump at the interfae due to the dierene in both the optial properties and
the eletri elds E between the two liquids in ontat. However, this fore
also ats as a bulk fore within eah phase beause of the radial dependene of
the eletri eld E. We will demonstrate, in adequation with previous theoret-
ial investigations [9; 10℄, that the eletrostrition does not ontribute to the
motion and shape of the interfae as its bulk ontribution is ompensated by
its surfae one. The quantity
∂ǫi
∂ρi
, whih depends on the density of eah phase
through a nonlinear relationship an be dedued from equations (6) and (7).
Finally, in equation (15), the third term is alled the Abraham term, and is
undetetable at optial frequenies [9; 10℄ and thus anels out for our purpose.
In the following, we denote E2 =< E2 > the quadrati value of the eletri
eld averaged over an optial period.
Assuming inompressible uids (ρi is homogeneous throughout eah phase i,
i = 1, 2), we an inlude ontributions of the bulk fores (gravity and ele-
trostrition) in the pressure eld and dene a pseudo-pressure pi given by:
pi = pi0 + ρigz − 1
2
ǫ0
(
Ei
2ρi
∂ǫi
∂ρi
)
, i = 1, 2, (16)
where pi0, i = 1, 2, is the pressure in eah phase and g = 9.81 m.s
−1
is the
aeleration of gravity.
The eletromagneti stress tensor dened by Landau [21℄ suh that∇.Tem
i
= femi
an be expressed as:
Tem
i
=
1
2
ǫ0
(
Ei
2ρi
∂ǫi
∂ρi
)
I− 1
2
ǫ0ǫiEi
2I+ ǫ0ǫiEiEi, i = 1, 2. (17)
In the ase of a steady interfae, the jump from uid 1 to uid 2 of the
loal pressure and of the eletromagneti stress are balaned by the Laplae
pressure:
(p20 − p10)n+ [Tem1 −Tem2 ].n = γκ(r)n, (18)
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where n is the unit vetor direted from liquid 1 to liquid 2 and normal
to the interfae and κ(r) =
1
r
d
dr
rz′√
1 + z′2
is the urvature of the interfae in
ylindrial oordinates, z′ = dz
dr
is the loal slope of the interfae.
Rewriting Eq. (18) in terms of pseudo-pressures leads to:
(p2 − p1) + (ρ1 − ρ2)gz + 1
2
ǫ0(E2
2ρ2
∂ǫ2
∂ρ2
− E1 2ρ1 ∂ǫ1
∂ρ1
)
+n.[Tem
1
−Tem
2
].n = γκ(r). (19)
Therefore, the bulk ontribution of the eletrostrition is balaned by its sur-
fae ontribution and the interfae shape does not depend on eletrostrition.
Consequently, the equilibrium equation of the interfae an be written as:
(p2 − p1) + (ρ1 − ρ2)gz − 1
2
ǫ0(ǫ1E1
2 − ǫ2E2 2) + ǫ0(ǫ1E1E1.n− ǫ2E2E2.n).n = γκ(r).(20)
At nal equilibrium, only normal stress at on the interfae, onsequently
there is no ow within the phases and this equilibrium in eah phase is har-
aterized by:
∇pi = 0, i = 1, 2. (21)
In the experiments, the laser wave was linearly polarized so that the eletri
eld E = Eeα was perpendiular to the plane of observation of azimuthal
oordinate α = 0. Therefore E is ontinuous aross the interfae in this plane.
Conversely, in the plane dened by α = π/2, the eletri eld is within the
plane of propagation (parallel polarization) and thus is no longer ontinuous
aross the interfae. However, as shown in [12℄, the rst term of the eletro-
magneti fore, whih is responsible for the optial radiation pressure ating
on the interfae, is quasi-independent of beam polarization as long as refra-
tive indies are suiently lose to eah others (
N1
N2
∼ 1). We an then assume
as in a previous investigation [22℄ a irular polarization of the eletri eld E.
Therefore, using the denition of the irradiane I(r) = ǫ0
2
NicEi
2
in the ase
of a beam propagating upward, the radiation pressure an be written as:
Πup(r, θi, θt) = −I(r)
c
cos θi(2N1 cos θi − T up(N1 cos θi +N2 cos θt)), (22)
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while in the ase of a downward beam propagation it is given by:
Πdown(r, θi, θt) =
I(r)
c
cos θi(2N2 cos θi − T down(N2 cos θi +N1 cos θt)).(23)
Here, T up and T down are the Fresnel transmission oeients in energy. In the
ase of a irular polarization, they are expressed as:
T up = T down = (2N1N2 cos θi cos θt)(
1
(N1 cos θi +N2 cos θt)2
+
1
(N2 cos θi +N1 cos θt)2
)
(24)
As a nal remark, note that the expression of the eletromagneti pressure
in the ase of a downward propagation is valid until ahieving the ondition
of total reetion θi<θTR = arcsin
(
N1
N2
)
. What ours when light is totally
reeted by a highly deformed interfae is out of the sope of the present
numerial study.
2.4 Flow equations and boundary onditions
We onsider a ylindrial domain of radius R and height H as depited in
Figure 3. We hoose to treat all the governing equations in a dimensionless
form by using the laser waist ω0 as the harateristi length sale and the
visous relaxation veloity u∗ = γ/µ2 as the referene veloity assoiated to
the harateristi timesale τ ∗ = µ2ω0/γ. The referene pressure is taken as
p∗ = µiu
∗
ω0
, i = 1, 2. Sine the weak absorption of light at laser frequeny
ensures negligible thermal eets, we onsider all liquid properties (γ, ρi, µi,
i = 1, 2) onstant in adequation with our estimation of the hange in inter-
faial tension and visosity due to a loal inrease in temperature. Moreover,
given the value of the Reynolds number of the ow ρ2u
∗ω0/µ2 ∼ 10−3, iner-
tia is negligible ompared to visous fores, allowing a quasi-steady reeping
ow assumption. Thus, ow in eah liquid is governed by Stokes and mass
onservation equations respetively given by:
−∇pi +∇2ui=0 (25)
∇.ui=0 , i = 1, 2. (26)
ui is the dimensionless veloity in uid i and pi is the dimensionless value
of the pseudo-pressure dened in Eq.(16). The hydrodynami divergene free
stress tensor Ti is:
Ti = −piI+ (∇ui +t ∇ui). (27)
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Aording to Eq. (16), the normal stress jump aross the interfae SI , whih is
ompensated by gravity, optial radiation pressure and apillarity fores an
be expressed in the following form:
(λT1.n−T2.n).n = κ(r)− Π(r)− Bo z. (28)
In this equation, λ = µ1/µ2 is the visosity ratio and Bo = (ρ1 − ρ2)gω20/γ
is an optial Bond number whih represents the ratio of gravity to apillary
fores, Π(r) is the dimensionless expression of the optial radiation pressure
resulting from equations (22) and (23). We denote Π(r) = Π(r)upω0/γ for the
upward diretion of propagation and Π(r) = Π(r)downω0/γ for the downward
diretion. In order to quantify the eets of the laser wave on the interfae,
we dene ξ as the eletromagneti to Laplae pressure ratio on beam axis at
normal inidene:
ξ = Π(r = 0, θi = 0, θt = 0) =
4P
πcω0γ
N1(N2 −N1)
(N2 +N1)
. (29)
A no-slip ondition at the interfae along with the fat that uids are immis-
ible implies ontinuity of the veloity u on the interfae SI :
u = u1 = u2 for x ∈ SI . (30)
Moreover, we assume the lassial no-slip boundary ondition on the lateral,
upper and lower solid walls SC1 and SC2 (see gure 3). This leads to:
ui = 0 for x ∈ SCi , i = 1, 2. (31)
In order to reprodue the experimental onguration, R must be large enough
ompared to ω0 to meet the hypothesis of an innite extent in the horizontal
diretion. Several tests were performed with dierent values of the dimension-
less radius β = R
ω0
of the omputational domain, and a value β = 70 was found
to be large enough to satisfy this onstraint. The interfae motion is obtained
using a Lagrangian approah. It onsists in traking eah uid partile on the
interfae in its Lagrangian motion aording to:
dx
dt
= u(x) for x ∈ SI . (32)
That is, the interfae is adveted along with the ow until equilibrium is
reahed for whih veloities normal to the interfae are zero, i.e. u(x).n = 0
for t→ t∞.
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3 Numerial method
A brief desription of the numerial algorithm is presented in this setion. For
more extensive details on the Boundary Integral Element Method (BIEM) ap-
plied to two-phase axisymmetri ow, the reader may refer to the review by
Tanzosh et al. on the solution of free surfae ow problems using this teh-
nique [23℄. The BIEM reveals to be an exellent tool to solve interfaial ow
problems with high resolution as reported in the analysis of ow involving
eletri and magneti elds [24℄ or buoyany [25; 26℄.
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−25
−15
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z
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SC1   ρ1,µ1,Ν1
ρ2,µ2,Ν2
SC2
Fig. 3. Typial onguration of the omputational domain showing the two uids
and the liquid interfae. The domain is assumed to be axisymmetri along ez.
Beause solutions to the Stokes problem an be formulated in terms of Green's
funtions [27℄, we an rewrite the governing equations as a system of integral
equations over the boundaries of the omputational domain. One boundary
onditions on SI , SC1 and SC2 are used, the two-phase Stokes problem an be
written in the following ompat form:
1 + λ
2
u(x) =
∫
SI
U.n(κ(ry)− Π(ry)− Boz(ry))dSy+
(1− λ)
∫
SI
n.K.udSy + λ
∫
SC1
U.(T1.n)dSy −
∫
SC2
U.(T2.n)dSy. (33)
Here, U and K are Green kernels for veloity and stress respetively and are
given by [27℄:
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U(d) =
1
8π
(
1
d
I+
dd
d3
), (34)
K(d) =− 3
4π
(
ddd
d5
), (35)
where d = x− y, y(ry, zy) is the integration point. In Eq. (33), the rst term
in the right hand side desribes the ow ontribution from interfaial tension,
radiation pressure and gravity, whereas the seond term aounts for shear
rates ontrast on the interfae. This term vanishes when λ = 1. The third and
fourth terms aount for shear ourring on (SC1) and (SC2) as a result of the
no-slip boundary ondition.
Veloities on the interfae as well as stress over all the boundaries SI , SC1
and SC2 are determined by solving the disrete form of this equation using a
numerial proedure. This proedure requires rst the disretization of all the
boundaries SI , SC1 and SC2. Due to integral formulation and axial symmetry,
the problem is redued to one dimension and only line boundaries, as repre-
sented in Figure 3, need to be disretized. In this work, the mesh is made of
onstant boundary elements i.e. line segments with entered nodes. The uid-
uid interfae SI is parameterized in terms of ar length and is approximated
by loal ubi splines, so that the urvature an be aurately omputed. Dis-
tribution and number of points are adapted to the shape of the interfae, so
that the onentration of elements is higher in regions where the variation of
urvature of the interfae is large. The number of mesh points is about 70 for
a typial omputation of a small interfae deformation. The solid boundaries
SC1 and SC1 are meshed using about 40 uniformly distributed points. An in-
rease in the mesh resolution for the interfae and the solid boundaries do not
show any signiant hange in the results.
Azimuthal integration of Eq. (33) is performed analytially [28; 29℄ reduing
Eq. (33) to a line integration whih is nally performed using Gauss quadra-
tures [30℄. Ellipti integrals resulting from the azimuthal integration are eval-
uated using power series expansions [31℄.
The motion of the interfae is followed using the kinemati ondition (32)
whih is disretized using an expliit rst-order Euler time sheme. A typial
omputation begins with a at interfae at rest. The laser beam is swithed on
at t = 0, and the interfae deforms towards uid 1 of smallest refrative index.
Computation stops when an equilibrium state is reahed (
dz(r=0,t)
dt
→ 0). The
time step is hosen to be about 20 times smaller than τ ∗.
4 Results and disussion
In this setion, we ompare equilibrium hump heights and interfae shapes ob-
tained experimentally to their numerial preditions in both linear and non-
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linear regimes and for both diretions of propagation. We also present the
dynamis of hump formation expeted in the nonlinear regime for both up-
ward and downward propagations.
As mentioned before, few work were dediated to the modelling of optial de-
formations of liquid interfaes in the nonlinear regime. Hallanger et al. [22℄
used a nite dierene method to solve the equation desribing the equilib-
rium state of the interfae for a laser wave propagating from the uid of
smallest refrative index (here uid 1) and Wunenburger et al. [13℄ used a
simple model where gravity was negleted (Bo << 1) to predit the equilib-
rium hump heights in the nonlinear regime.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the redued hump height h = |z(r = 0)| versus the redued
pressure ratio ξ when light propagates upward and downward for ω0 = 5.3µm and
T − Tc = 3.5K (Bo = 0.015). Comparison is made between experimental results
(symbols) and the numerial resolution (lines). The bold dashed line is the predition
for the linear model. ξ
exp
t and ξ
num
t respetively represent the experimental and
numerial thresholds of instability in the ase of downward propagation.
In Figure 4, we have represented the variation of the dimensionless equilibrium
interfae hump height h as a funtion of the pressure ratio ξ for upward and
downward propagations. Experiments (symbols) and numerial preditions
(lines) are shown together.
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4.1 Steady-state deformations, linear regime
Previous experiments [11; 32℄ performed in the linear regime of deformations
showed that, for ξ < 2.5, h varies linearly with ξ for both diretions of propa-
gation (symbols) and that the linear variation of h(ξ) does not depend on the
diretion of propagation for N1/N2 ≃ 1. A linear theory assuming N1 ≃ N2
was proposed [11; 13℄ whih quantitatively agree with these observations. In-
deed, the linear theory gives:
z(r) = −ξ
4
∞∫
0
e−k
2/8
Bo+ k2
J0(kr)kdk, (36)
where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel J funtion. We dedue:
h(r = 0) =
ξ
8
e
Bo
8 E1(
Bo
8
), (37)
where E1(x) is the one-argument exponential funtion [E1(x) =
∫
∞
x
e−k
k
dk].
In the version published in European Journal of Mehanis, there is an error
on the equation (37) where h(r = 0) = ξ
2
..... This is orreted in this postprint.
When N1 and N2 are alulated using Eqs. (7) and (8), we nd that the
predited h(ξ) variation perfetly agrees with experiments for both diretions
of propagation when ξ < 2.5 (i.e. in the linear regime), as shown in Fig. 4 in the
partiular ase ω0 = 5.3µm, T − TC = 3.5K, i.e. Bo = 0.015 (dashed straight
line). As shown in Fig. 4, the numerial preditions h(ξ) for both upward
(dot-dashed line) and downward propagations (solid line) are also found to
agree with both the linear theory and experiments. In addition, Fig. 5 shows
good agreement between the experimental interfae shape (dark symbols) and
its predition using both the linear theory (open square) and the numerial
simulation (solid line) at ξ = 1.35 for both the upward (Fig. 5a) and the
downward propagation (Fig. 5b). This validates the numerial ode versus
linear analytial preditions as well as its auray versus experimental results.
4.2 Steady-state deformations, nonlinear regime
Experimentally, for ξ ≥ 2.5, h(ξ) gradually deviates from linearity. For an
upward propagation (open irles in Fig. 4) h(ξ) inreases with a larger slope
than that predited by the linear theory when 2.5 ≤ ξ < 3.4. For larger values
of ξ, h(ξ) inreases again nonlinearly with a slope lying between that of the
linear regime and the above mentioned nonlinear one.
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Conversely, in the ase of downward propagation (dark squares), h inreases
with ξ up to ξ ≃ 3.4, where its slope diverges. The divergene of h′(ξ) leads to
the jetting instability studied in details in [13; 14; 32℄ and illustrated in Fig.
1 .
The invariane breakdown of the hump height below the instability threshold
an be qualitatively explained by onsidering how the eletromagneti pres-
sure Π(r, θi, θt) varies with the inidene angle θi for both propagations [12℄.
Whereas the eletromagneti pressure, whih varies as
cos θi
cos θt
, monotonously de-
reases with θi in the ase of upward propagation beause θt = arcsin(
N1
N2
sin θi),
onversely it ontinuously inreases with θi in the ase of downward propa-
gation beause θt = arcsin(
N2
N1
sin θi), as shown in the inset in Fig. 6. Thus,
a downward propagating laser beam exerts an eletromagneti pressure on a
strongly deformed interfae (along whih sin θi an reah values omparable
to unity) larger than an upward propagating beam. The jetting instability
ourring for the downward propagation an be explained by the fat that the
beam propagates in this ase from the large to the low refrative uid whih
makes total reetion of light at the interfae ahievable [13; 14℄.
The omparison between numerial simulation results and experimental data
in the nonlinear regime indiates that, in the ase of the upward propagation,
a satisfatory agreement is found regarding h(ξ) (see Fig. 4) for the exper-
imentally investigated values of ξ. Moreover, good agreement regarding the
interfae shape is observed up to ξ ≃ 5, as shown in Fig. 5a for the partiular
value of ξ = 2.9 and ξ = 4.6. This represents a notieable progress, sine previ-
ous work on the subjet [22℄ qualitatively reprodued interfae shapes (in the
ase of upward propagation) but did not ompare experiments to numerial
preditions.
For ξ larger than 3.5, nipple-like interfae shapes, shown in Fig. 1, are ex-
perimentally observed. They are not reprodued by the numerial simulations
suggesting an additionnal oupling or feedbak eet between the exiting
beam and the soft interfae that is not investigated in the present work. As
also shown in Fig. 4, in the ase of downward propagation, the numerial
simulation qualitatively reprodues the experimentally observed monotonous
behavior of h(ξ) up to the jetting instability ourring at ξ = ξnumt , as well as
the divergene of its slope at the instability threshold. Instability of the inter-
fae is numerially predited to our when the wave undergoes total reetion
and is a priori foused toward the hump tip, i.e. when θi reahes θTR at the
inetion point of the interfae. As a matter of fat, sine total reetion and
fousing of the inident wave by the interfae is assumed to be responsible
for the jetting instability [12℄, we assume that beyond ξnumt the interfae will
atually beome unstable. Moreover, beyond ξnumt the physial model used in
the numerial model fails, in partiular due to Eq. (23) beause the numerial
simulation of the jet formation and stability should inlude the desription of
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the omplex interplay between wave propagation and interfae deformation
ating as a wave guide, whih is beyond the sope of the present investigation.
Still, the disrepany between the values of ξnumt at whih total reetion o-
urs along the interfae (ξnumt = 3.9 in Fig. 4) and ξ
exp
t just beyond whih the
bell-shaped interfae atually loses its stability (ξexpt = 4.43 in Fig. 4) alls for
a study of the interfae shape.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental and numerial interfae proles for upward
(a) and downward (b) propagations. ω0 = 5.3µm and T − Tc = 3.5K (Bo = 0.015).
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Figure 5b shows that there is also a notieable disrepany between the exper-
imental and numerially predited interfae shapes for the ase of the down-
ward propagation in the nonlinear regime. More preisely, the experimental
hump is wider than the numerially predited one, and the experimental slope
of the interfae shape is smaller than the numerially predited one all along
the interfae, even when the experimental hump height is well predited nu-
merially, as it is the ase for ξ = 3.75 and shown in Fig. 5b. This observation
an explain the disrepany observed on h(ξ) obtained experimentally and
predited numerially. As a matter of fat, sine the atual slope of the inter-
fae shape is all along the interfae smaller than numerially predited, the
atual inidene angle θi is also smaller than that numerially predited. Con-
sequently, the total reetion of the wave by the interfae reahing a slope
equal to θTR and the assoiated jetting instability are expeted to experimen-
tally our at a value of ξ larger than that numerially predited.
Nevertheless, the reason for this disrepany between the atual interfae
shape and its numerial predition in the ase of a downward propagation
is still unexplained. In Ref. [13℄ several possible auses were disussed and
disarded. Among them are the eet of thermoapillary ows due to light
absorption, the role of optial nonlinearities, and the additional eletromag-
neti pressure applied on the hump tip due to the partial reetion of light
by the interfae below the instability threshold. A more probable ause may
be the visous stress applied on the interfae by the ow indued by the sat-
tering of light as a result of refrative index inhomogeneities ourring in the
bulk of eah phase [33℄. Indeed, the resulting sattering fore is known (i) to
be oriented in the diretion of propagation and (ii) of radial extension muh
larger than the beam diameter. However, the exat eet of suh a ow on
nite size humps, in partiular the interplay between visous eets on the
deformed interfae and the feed bak of the hump shape on the ow eld in
its viinity, remains misunderstood and alls for further study.
4.3 Dynamis of hump formation, nonlinear regime
Previous work has reently shown that in the linear regime the interfae dy-
namis is aurately desribed by a linear theory of overdamped interfaial
irular waves [32℄, and that the interfae dynamis is independent of the di-
retion of propagation.
However, in the nonlinear regime, the interfae dynamis atually depends on
the wave propagation.
In Fig. 6, the time evolution of the hump height h(t) is plotted for both the
upward (dot-dashed line) and downward propagations (solid line) for ξ =
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of the interfae hump height for downward and upward prop-
agation. ω0 = 5.3µm , T − Tc = 3.5K (Bo = 0.015) and ξ = 3.75. Time t is
dimensional. The inset shows the variation of the radiation pressure normalized by
its value at normal inidene, versus the inidene angle for both propagations. The
dashed line (inset) shows the total reetion threshold θTR.
3.75, a value belonging to the nonlinear regime. We note that (i) both urves
oinide during the rst 500 ms of the dynamis and eventually separates,
(ii) the transient is signiantly shorter in the ase of upward propagation
and the equilibrium state is reahed muh faster. The rst observation an be
explained by noting that for t < 500 ms both interfae deformations are small
enough to be desribed by a linear theory whih is preisely independent of
the beam propagation. The seond observation an be qualitatively explained
by onsidering the inrease of the eletromagneti pressure with the inidene
angle θi in the ase of downward propagation (as shown in the inset of Fig. 6).
As θi inreases along the interfae the assoiated overpressure applying on the
growing hump inreases its nal height and thus inreases the delay for the
hump to reah equilibrium. On the ontrary, the fat that the eletromagneti
pressure dereases when θi inreases in the ase of an upward propagation
leads to the opposite onlusion. Consequently, the analysis of the dynamis
shows that, beyond the regime of linear deformations, our numerial approah
beomes preditive for the omplex nonlinear regime, thus alling for new
experimental investigation and providing indiations on how to perform these
experiments.
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5 Conlusions
A Boundary Integral Element Method has been used to simulate the defor-
mation of a uid-uid interfae indued by a foused laser beam. Sine inter-
fae deformations with azimuthal invariane were expeted, an axisymmetri
model has been developed. Comparisons between numerial preditions and
experimental data showed two main results. First, our model an satisfa-
torily reprodue the variations of interfae equilibrium hump height h with
respet to the ratio of eletromagneti to apillary pressure ξ in regimes of
small as well as of large deformations. In the ase of an upward propagation,
nipple-like interfae shapes were not reprodued, while in the ase of a down-
ward propagation, instability threshold was overestimated probably beause
atual interfae shapes are wider than numerially predited. This ould be
due to bulk steady ows indued by light sattering as a result of liquid index
inhomogeneitiy whih deserves further experimental haraterization before
numerial implementation. A study of the dynamis of the interfae for both
diretions of propagation was also performed showing a shorter harateris-
ti time for the interfae reahing its steady state in the ase of an upward
propagation. Future work should take into aount the total reetion and
fousing of light by the deformed interfae in order to potentially predit hy-
drodynami instability leading to jet formation and miro-droplet emission at
the tip. Another interesting investigation would be to study the eet of light
sattering indued ow [33℄ on jetting instability. Our rst results are thus
very enouraging sine they illustrate the auray of our numerial model to
desribe and predit intriguing properties of nonlinear behaviors of the ou-
pling between light and liquid interfaes, a subjet of inreasing interest due
to its wide range of appliations in soft matter physis on the one hand and
sare theoretial results on the other hand.
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